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A. Title of the thesis and abstract 

a. Title 

Automatic Identification of Email Document using Text Mining 

b. Abstract 

 
Email plays an important role in today’s communication. Daily lots of emails hit our 

inbox. Due to over increasing emails in mailboxes sometimes the important emails go 

unattended. If labels are attached to the important emails then the user will not miss out 

the important email. Gmail provides labels for only social and promotional tabs. The 

proposed algorithm will apply customized labels for users. Users will easily categorize 

the email. Looking at the labels in the inbox, users will first give priority to important 

mails and ignore the rest of the emails. It will also help users to organize the mailbox. 

Our algorithm is customized for users and works in a dynamic environment in which 

we first calculate the top senders. Then we check whether the mail is important or not. 

On the important emails Noun Verb - Latent Dirichlet allocation is applied to know the 

statistical relationship between words and topics. The words retrieved from the NV-

LDA are compared with knowledge corpus to predict the labels and the labels are 

assigned to incoming emails.  It is found that using the NV-LDA approach, the results 

are encouraging. 

Context: Classifying emails into distinct labels can have a great impact on users. By 

using machine learning to label emails the system can set up queues containing emails 

of a specific category. This enables users to handle requests quicker and more easily by 

selecting a queue that matches their expertise.  

Objectives: This study aims to improve the manually defined rule based algorithm, 

currently implemented at a large company, by using machine learning. The proposed 

model should have a higher coherence score. Integrating or migrating from a manually 

defined rule based model to a machine learning model should also reduce the 

administrative and maintenance work. It should also make the model more flexible. 

Methods. By using the frameworks, TensorFlow, Scikit-learn and Gensim, the 

experiments were conducted to test the performance of several common machine 

learning algorithms, text-representations, word embeddings and how they work 

together.  
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Results: In this article a web based interface were implemented which can classify 

emails into different labels with coherence score 0.67 

Conclusions: This proposed method is tested on 5 different users and it is found that 

the coherence score of NV-LDA is much better than the LDA. Also it can be 

concluded that stronger knowledge corpus better the prediction of labels. Extensive 

experiments on real-world datasets show that our approach outperforms counterpart 

methods in terms of relevant keyword extraction. So for email classification the NV-

LDA approach was found better. 

 

B. A brief description of the state of the art of the research topic 

 
              Automating email labeling and sorting requires a model that can differentiate 

between different types of errands and support requests. Such models must be able to 

do this even if the email contains spelling mistakes, previous conversations, irrelevant 

information, different formatting or simply rubbish. One major challenge is to identify 

the important mails for labeling. On user email the important mails are identified and 

the appropriate and meaningful labels are predicted. The predicted labels will be 

applied on the new incoming emails in the user inbox. By which the user will not 

ignore the important email and will attend the email. The algorithm will be refreshed 

every 10 minutes and the labels will be applied on the email. To incorporate the label 

prediction in Gmail a chrome extension is made which will first recommend the user 

for the labels and the keywords. If the user agrees on the recommendation then the 

labels will be applied on the incoming emails. The already existing labels that are 

created by the user will remain as it is and the newly created labels will be appended. 

Task done by Chrome extension: 

1. Authentication of user 

2. Downloading the emails and converting it into the .csv file 

3. The algorithm is applied on .csv file and the labels are predicted 

4. The labels are recommended to the user and the user if agrees will be applied in the 

inbox. 

5. For every incoming email, if the email is important then the label will be attached 

to it otherwise not. 
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C. Motivation 

A survey was carried out in which a lot of people told that due to the over increasing 

emails, many times the important email remains unattended. On an average daily 121 

emails are received in the mailbox. Due to which people have to suffer the 

professional issues. If labels are highlighted before the unread emails which are of 

interest to the user then the problem of unattending the emails will not take place and 

the user will respond to the email. The algorithm will decide the important emails and 

predict the labels for incoming emails, because of which the inbox will be organized 

and the labeling of important emails is done and the remaining unlabelled emails can 

be claimed as unimportant to user and the unlabelled emails can be deleted so as to 

de-clutter the mailbox. 

 
D. Definition of the Problem 

 
As the number of internet users is increasing day by day, more people are finding email 

communication an inexpensive way to send their data and communicate with their peers. 

With pros also come some cons. Almost every website ask for email id so as to 

complete their registration, thus making users more and more prone to get affected by 

the mails. The increasing numbers of emails in the inbox not only wastes one's time but 

also wastes network resources significantly. Most importantly they expose users to 

scams such as phishing and virus attacks. The current review indicates that most emails 

are classified using text analytics. Using black lists and white lists can assist in blocking 

unwanted messages and allowing wanted messages to get through.  

Black Listing: Black-listing is creating a list of domain names which are used by the 

spammers, when a mail comes from that specific domain which is black listed it is 

considered spam. No further processing is done.  

White Listing: White list is a list of trusted domains and a mail from them is always 

ham. White listing is a method used to classify user's email addresses as legitimate 

ones.  

In this aspect, a model is designed and developed which can automatically predict the 

label for incoming emails with the help of strong rule-based metadata and knowledge 

corpus so that the important emails are attended. 
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E. Objective and Scope of work 
 

 To categorize the important emails in a dynamic environment and to predict the 

label for the email. 

 To identify the unimportant emails and to delete the unimportant emails in a 

bunch. 

 To organize the inbox. 

F. Original contribution by the thesis 
 

The automatic email labeling task is divided into 5 steps: 

1. Pre-processing the emails,  

2. Calculating the frequent senders and analyzing the important emails, 

3.  Applying the NV-LDA on subject and body,  

4.  Comparing the result of NV-LDA with knowledge corpus and  

5. Predicting the labels. 

The entire work mentioned in this synopsis is innovative and novel work, with 

the research papers as evidence. The proposed automatic metadata generator has been 

visualized as a collection of various functionalities with the relevant publications. The 

details of the associated research papers are as follow: 

Papers Presented and Published: 

1. Email Classification Techniques—A Review  

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-981-15-4474-3_21 

2. Email Classification Using LDA, LSA and NMF 

http://www.gisscience.net/VOLUME-8-ISSUE-4-2021/ 

3. Predicting Email Labels using modified Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

http://thedesignengineering.com/index.php/DE/article/view/8169 



G. The methodology of Research, Results / Comparisons 

 
Many researchers used LDA for identifying topics in different applications. LDA is a 

generative probabilistic model that assumes each topic is a mixture over an underlying 

set of words, and each document is a mixture of over a set of topic probabilities i.e. a 

document is made up of several topics and each topic is formed by several words. [12] 

 

M denotes the number of emails 
N number of nouns and verbs in a given emails 
K number of clusters 
α represent per email topic distribution 
β represent per topic word distribution 
θi topic distribution for email i 
φk word distribution for topic k 
Zij topic for the jth word in email i 
Wij specific word  
 

 
Fig. 1 NV-LDA derived from LDA [17] 

 

LDA is an iterative process in which we will specify the number of clusters K prior and 

then from M number of important emails, it will identify N number of noun and verbs, 

the model trains to output: 

φ, the distribution of words for each topic K  

θ, the distribution of topics for each email 

 

The automatic email labeling task is divided into 5 steps: 1) Preprocessing the emails, 

2) Calculating the frequent senders and analyzing the important emails, 3) Applying 

the NV-LDA on subject and body,  4) Comparing the result of NV-LDA with 

knowledge corpus and 5) predicting the labels. The user will login with his/her 

credentials and all the mails will be fetched and a .csv file of emails will be generated 

and that .csv file is passed to the algorithm as shown in fig 1. And finally as an output 

the label file will be generated which will apply labels on the important incoming 

emails.  



Fig. 2 Email classification system flow diagram

 
The steps involved are as explained in the pseudo code.

Input: A csv files of emails containing column names as DateTime, Subject, 

Message_body, Name 

Output: An excel file containing labels with their respective keywords.

 

Import all necessary libraries and functions;

Read .csv file using read_csv and store in emails;

 

For extracting frequent senders

Select the Name column from the dataset;

Separate out the domain from which the email is sent;

Make a dictionary keeping all track of how many emails each sender sent;

Sort the dictionary based on the amount of emails sent;

Return top 10 senders; 

Store the top senders in list called freqs

 

For extracting important emails

Select the Subject column 

 
 

Fig. 2 Email classification system flow diagram 

The steps involved are as explained in the pseudo code. 

A csv files of emails containing column names as DateTime, Subject, 

An excel file containing labels with their respective keywords.  

essary libraries and functions; 

Read .csv file using read_csv and store in emails; 

For extracting frequent senders 

Select the Name column from the dataset; 

Separate out the domain from which the email is sent; 

Make a dictionary keeping all track of how many emails each sender sent;

Sort the dictionary based on the amount of emails sent; 

Store the top senders in list called freqs 

For extracting important emails  

Select the Subject column from the dataset; 

A csv files of emails containing column names as DateTime, Subject, 

 

Make a dictionary keeping all track of how many emails each sender sent; 
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Separate out the tag by splitting the subject; 

Store all the tags in new column named Tags; 

Store all the imp tags in list called imp_tags; 

 

Selecting mails from frequent senders and imp tags 

Make new column in dataset called Include and set default as False; 

For mail in emails: 

 If sender in freqs or tag in imp_tags: 

  Set Include to True 

Select mails where Include == True and store in final_mails; 

 

TFIDF on subject and body 

Copy subject of final emails to subject; 

Remove stopwords from the subject and store in subject_without_stop; 

Create class of TFIDF vectorizer; 

Fit vectorizer on subject_without_stop; 

Convert the vectorizer to list via dense and print the topics; 

Take top 50 topics and store them in tfidf_topics 

 

LDA on subject and body 

Create empty list and append all the subjects into the list; 

Define filter function and apply it to apply basic regex to subjects in main_list; 

Define functions for lemmatizing and preprocessing; 

For doc in main_list: 

 Add processed doc in processed_doc 

Create a dictionary of all the words in processed_docs 

Filter extremes from the dictionary having very less or very high frequencies; 

Create a bow_corpus using doc2bow function; 

Create an instance of lda_model with num_topics = 5; 

Format the topics in readable format by creating a dataframe with all the topics; 

Compute the Coherence score of the model; 

By using the hyper parameter tuning function, experiment various values of alpha and 

beta; 

 

NVLDA on subject and body 
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For doc in processed_docs: 

 Join docs  

Create noun_docs as empty list; 

For each doc in docs: 

 Extract noun phrases and append them in noun_docs; 

Create a dictionary of all the words in noun_docs 

Filter extremes from the dictionary having very less or very high frequencies; 

Create a bow_corpus using doc2bow function; 

Create an instance of lda_model with num_topics = 5; 

Format the topics in readable format by creating a dataframe with all the topics; 

Compute the Coherence score of the model; 

By using the hyper parameter tuning function, experiment various values of alpha and 

beta; 

 

Generating Labels 

Define the predefined labels as labels_dict; 

Get all the topics keywords from NVLDA algorithm; 

Split the phrases to have words; 

If the word is in keywords for predefined labels, add that word to the particular label 

and remove from lda_words; 

If the word corresponds with top 50 tfidf_topics, make it into another label; 

Return the final labels_dict 

 

Experimental Results 

 

In this section, we present our experimental setup in Section A, discuss the 

experimental setup and parameters of the proposed method in Section B discuss the 

methods used to evaluate the topic generated Section C discuss the effectiveness 

analysis of topic keywords respectively using topic coherence.  

 

a) Experimental Setup  

DATASETS: Emails of 5 users ranging from 2800 emails to 9000 emails are 

considered, which have been imported into CSV file, making it convenient to use in 

Python. We implemented the NV-LDA calculation module using Scikit-learn library 

[7]. The experimental environment is shown in Table 1. 
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 CPU Intel ® Core™ i5-7200U 
Memory 4 GB 
Programming Python Language 
Edition Pyhton 3.6.5 
IDE Jupyter Notebook 

 

Table 1. Experimental Environment 

 

b)  Evaluating Topic Model 

Topic models are unsupervised models, on executing the model it gives the 

clusters. Evaluating clustering models is difficult, either we can check manually that 

the clusters formed are correct or not or we can apply the labels and then check the 

results, but then it will be like classification. So to evaluate a topic model we have 

perplexity and topic coherence as evaluation measure. Perplexity is the log likelihood 

of held out test data. It will learn from the model and then how well it performs on test 

data can be considered with perplexity. But perplexity sometimes fails to give human 

related topics so we will keep aside perplexity and will focus on another topic modeling 

parameter i.e topic coherence.  

Topic Coherence: Topic coherence has been proposed as an intrinsic evaluation method 

for topic models [13, 14]. It is defined as the average or median of pairwise word 

similarities formed by top words of a given topic. Word similarity is grounded on 

external data not used during topic modeling [15]. So higher the topic coherence means 

that the words belonging to that topic have maximum similarity. Topic coherence will 

measure the intra word similarity within the topic. [16] 

LDA has 2 dirichlet parameters α and β.    Alpha parameter is Dirichlet prior 

concentration parameter that represents document-topic density — with a higher alpha, 

documents are assumed to be made up of more topics and result in more specific topic 

distribution per document. 

Beta parameter is the same prior concentration parameter that represents topic-word 

density — with high beta, topics are assumed to made of up most of the words and 

result in a more specific word distribution per topic. 

Here we vary the alpha and beta parameters to check the interclass and intra class 

similarity. Alpha will give the statistical relationship of email formed by number of 

topics, while beta will give statistical relationship of topics formed by the words. 

 

c)  Effectiveness Analysis of Topic keywords 
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We have analyzed the effectiveness of the NV-LDA algorithm keeping the alpha 

and beta constant and checking the coherence score as well as we have checked 

the coherence score varying the alpha and beta. The results are as follows. 

a. Topic coherence keeping alpha and beta constant 

Methods Alpha Beta Coherence score 

NVLDA 0.01  0.61 0.677085 

LDA 0.01  0.61  0.501219 

 

Table 2. Coherence Score 

 

We have checked the topic coherence score for NV-LDA and LDA algorithm for α = 

0.01 and β = 0.61, it is seen that using LDA the topic coherence was 0.50 and using 

NV-LDA it was 0.67 which was much better as shown in Table 2. To test the result we 

have chosen 5 different users' emails and applied the LDA and the NV-LDA algorithm 

and checked the results. It was found that the NV-LDA performed much better than the 

simple LDA as the topic coherence value is high in each and every case as shown in 

Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Coherence score for 5 users 

b. Topic coherence varying alpha and beta. 

It is observed that varying α and β in latent dirichlet allocation algorithms the coherence 

score changed from 0.42 to 0.55 in 5 users, while in NV-LDA the coherence score from 

Methods User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 

No. of emails 7935 7801  8761  2885 5094 

Time required 

for processing 

4.36 4.29 5.60  2.42 3.18 

NV-LDA Alpha 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

 Beta 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 

 Coherence 

score 

0.68 0.80 0.82 0.76 0.85 

LDA Alpha 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

 Beta 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 

 Coherence 

score 

0.50 0.53 0.54 0.42 0.45 
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0.67 to 0.85. Coherence score remain almost same in spite of varying α and β in NV-

LDA so it can be concluded that the algorithm groups the words under proper cluster and 

semantically same words fall under same topic it can be seen in table 4. 

  User 1(α) User 2(α) User 3(α) User 4(α) User 5(α) 

 β 0.0

1 

0.3

1 

0.6

1 

0.0

1 

0.3

1 

0.6

1 

0.0

1 

0.3

1 

0.6

1 

0.0

1 

0.3

1 

0.6

1 

0.0

1 

0.3

1 

0.6

1 

NV

-

LD

A 

0.0

1 

0.6

7 

0.6

7 

0.6

7 

0.8

0 

0.8

0 

0.8

0 

0.8

2 

0.8

2 

0.8

2 

0.7

6 

0.7

6 

0.7

6 

0.8

5 

0.8

5 

0.8

5 

0.3

1 

0.6

7 

0.6

7 

0.6

7 

0.7

9 

0.7

8 

0.8

1 

0.8

2 

0.8

2 

0.8

2 

0.7

6 

0.7

6 

0.7

6 

0.8

5 

0.8

5 

0.8

5 

0.6

1 

0.6

7 

0.6

7 

0.6

7 

0.8

0 

0.7

9 

0.8

1 

0.8

2 

0.8

2 

0.8

2 

0.7

6 

0.7

6 

0.7

6 

0.8

5 

0.8

5 

0.8

5 

LD

A 

0.0

1 

04

7 

04

8 

0.4

9 

0.5

3 

0.5

4 

0.5

3 

0.5

7 

0.5

6 

0.5

4 

0.4

6 

0.4

4 

0.4

2 

0.4

9 

0.4

9 

0.4

5 

0.3

1 

04

2 

0.4

4 

0.4

8 

0.5

2 

0.5

3 

0.5

4 

0.5

5 

0.5

5 

0.5

5 

0.4

9 

0.4

9 

0.5

2 

0.4

6 

0.5

0 

0.4

7 

0.6

1 

0.5

0 

0.4

8 

0.4

6 

0.5

2 

0.5

3 

0.5

5 

0.5

4 

0.5

7 

0.5

1 

0.5

0 

0.4

9 

0.5

0 

0.5

4 

0.5

2 

0.4

9 

 

Table 4:  Coherence Score for 5 users varying α and β 

 

H. Achievements concerning objectives 

 A knowledge corpus for categories was constructed. 

 The construction rules for email subject and body were identified and validated. 

 An automatic metadata generator based on NV-LDA rule-based modeling       with 

a computational linguistics perspective is developed. 

 Labels are predicted for important emails. 

 Inbox is organized by labels in front of incoming important emails. Remaining 

unimportant emails can be unsubscribed or deleted. 
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I. Conclusion 

For automatically predicting the important email labels NV-LDA algorithm was used 

which is an unsupervised algorithm. After applying the algorithm, the keywords are 

retrieved which are compared with knowledge corpus. After comparison the labels are 

recommended to users. If users agree on the labels then the labels are applied on the 

incoming emails, which will help users to attend the important emails and organize the 

mailbox. Another advantage is that by this method important emails will be identified 

and not important emails will not be labeled so it will be very convenient for users to 

delete the unwanted emails. This proposed method is tested on 5 different users and it 

is found that the coherence score of NV-LDA is much better than the LDA. Also it can 

be concluded that stronger knowledge corpus better the prediction of labels. It resolves 

the noisy and insufficient keywords discovery problem as in the previous methods. 

NV-LDA also addresses the issues of sparsity and noise in email clustering. Extensive 

experiments on real-world datasets show that our approach outperforms counterpart 

methods in terms of relevant keyword extraction. So for email classification the NV-

LDA approach was found better. Some future directions can be evaluating the model in 

terms of accuracy, effectiveness and efficiency. Applying the model in other domains 

like sms clustering, tweet clustering etc. and evaluating it.  
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Patents (if any) 

Nil 
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